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ABSTRACT
A series of 3 rocket flights have been carried out for the purpose of mea-g	 P rP	
ti
suring the high-energy tail of the r.-ray spectrum of the quiescent sun. This
emission has been shover to be highly variable in intensity and slope but
with spectral distributions which may be adequately described in terms of
thermal bremsstrahlung.
Incidental to the solar measurements data were obtained on several dis-
crete cosmic x-ray sources and the diffuse cosmic x-ray ba^kground.
The time-integrated x-ray emission of the crab nebula and the diffuse
cosmic emission can both be described in terms of power law spectra with
intensity and slope in essential agreement with the results of other
workers.
•
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1.	 I11TRODUCTION
The objective of the experiments carried out under Contract NASw-1398
was to obtain a series of measurements of the spectrum and intensity of X-ray
emission from the quiescent sun at intermediate energies (2-30 keV or 6-0.4R).
When thi != experiment was proposed (early 1965) there had been no reliable
measurements of X-ray flux from the quiescent (non-flaring) sun at energies
above 3 keV. however, the few lower energy measurements available seemed to
indicate that the solar spectrum hardened and the emitting regions became
more localized with increasing photon energy.
Excluding direct flare effects, there is no evidence at visible or radio
wavelengths to indicate temperatures higher than 2-3 million 0  from the
normal corona. Regions which emit the yellow line of Ca XV, or "sporadic
coronal condensations", exhibit temperatures in the 4-5 million degree ranie
but are commonly observed only over centers of major flare activity. However,
the early work of groups at NRL, London-Leicester, and GSFC hinted at the
possibility that the X-ray spectrum from the quiescent sun might continue to
harden at energies beyond those which had been observed. This seemed to indi-
cate either (1), unexpectedly high temperatures in the outer solar atmosphere,
or (2), non-thermal X-ray emission; the latter implying continuous production
or storage of energetic electrons on the sun. The series of experiments we
are reporting were proposed to investigate these two possibilities, and if
possible, to distingui^h between them.
We chose to perform the experiment with a 'large-area array of Pas-filled
proportional counters mounted with their fields of view nearly normal to the
axis of a spin-stabilized Aerobee 150 rocket. Proportional counters were
selected as the X-ray detectors because of their high sensitivity and good
energy resolution in the spectral region of interest and because of prior
experience with this type of system in the laboratory. The spin-stabilized
technique was chosen over actively pointing the rocket payload because:
1) The roll-modulated signal simplified background subtraction.
2) It permitted a combination of redundancy and high sensitivity because
detectors could be mounted to look out both siues of the rocket.
1
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3) It allowed the possibility of observing sources of cosmic X-rays.
4) The attitude control system was simpler and therefore inherently more
reliable.
5) It allowed the instrument compartment to be longer and heavier, and
so permitted maximum detector area.
6) The cost of the complete vehicle system was significantly reduced.
in the remainder of this report will be fo lxnd a narrative description of
the three flights and a brief presentation of some instrumental innovations.
Following that is a discussion of data analysis techniques and a summary of
results to date. Finally, recommendations are made based on knowledge gained
as a result of this work. The Appendices contain reprints of publications
prepared under this contract.
II. THE EXPERIMENTS
The flight program utilized vehicles designated NASA Aerobees 4.168,
4.169, and 4.248 CS. The first flight, 4.168, took place at white Sands
Missile Range on 5 April 1967, eleven months after contract initiation.
Further details of the timing and performance of the three flights are given
in Table 1.
The design philosophy followed in preparation of the payload was dictated
by the character of the X-ray spectrum to be observed. The spectrum at the
lower energies was known to fall off steeply with increasing energy, and to be
highly variable in intensity. The experimental objective was to extend knowl-
edge of the solar spectrum to higher energies and to provide sufficient over-
lap at low energies to relate the measurements to earlier work and to contem-
porary satellite data.
The largest detector area which could be conveniently flown on an Aerobee
150 payload was chosen to achieve maximum sensitivity at high energies. The
large proportional counters were filled to the highest gas pressure consistent
with satisfactory performance in order to maximize r:.sponse to the h i gher energy ii
2
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Table I
Vehicle Performance
Aerobee Number 4.168 CS 4.169 Cs 4.248 CS
Date of Launch 5 Apr. 1967 19 Feb. 1968 16 Oct. 1968
Time of Launch (UT) 00:14:59.68 23:15:00.39 23:14:59.99
Siderial Time 06h 00m 02h 06m 1711 52m
Peak Alt. (km) 160.3 157.7 154.4
Timc of Peak (sec.) T + 216 T + 211 1 + 210
Despin Mechanism Gas Yo-Yo Gas
Time of Despin (sec.) T + 227 T + 215 T + 199
Duration of Despin (sec.) 21.5 < 1 12.5
Pre-despin Roll Rate:
Desired ( 0/ s ) 720 720 650
Actual
	 ( 0/s) 670 938 P107
Post-despin Roll Rate:
Desired (0/s) 80 80 117
Actual
	 ( o/s) 78 141 97
Half-angle of Precession Cone:
Pre-despin (deg.) 5 10 4.4
Post-despin (deg.) 33 50 42
3
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X-rays. The detectors, described in more detail below, were equipped with
field-shaping electrodes to permit using maximum window area without degrada-
tion of resolution. It waa alao decided to utiliza the relntivoly now tech-
nique of pulse risetime discrimination to enhance detector sensitivity by
rejecting; detector pulses associated with non X-ray background.
Completely filling one side of an Aerobee compartment with an array of
large area detectors did not permit the desired degree of redundancy or allow
for small-area detectors that were required to record low-energy photons of
high intensity. Therefore, identical doors were made on the opposite side of the
rocket compartment and supplementary detection systems, as well as two of the
three optical aspect sensors and most of the electronics, were mounted there.
Figure 1 shows views of both sides of the payload for each of the three flights.
t
Accurate determination of the form of a steeply falling spectrum is
facilitated by a pulse amplitude analysis system having a resolution somewhat,
bett-r than the resolution of ,he basic photon detector. It was necessary to
record spectra with a time resolution of the order of five milliseconds as the
rocket was spinning at approximately two revolutions per second and a longer
accumulation time would have resulted in the detectors' fields of view moving
too far during, one sampling interval. All of these requirements were met by
the primary pulse height analyzer which is described briefly in Section III-D
5elow. The technical characteristics of this analyzer are given in more detail
in Appendix A.
The pulse height analyzers for supplementary systems were of the stacked-
discriminator type. Each energy channel was monitored by an 8-level scaler,
with appropriate prescale factor, and was transmitted on an individual PPM
telemetry channel. A computer code has been written to process the digital PPM
record and output the data in the form of counts per unit time for each channel.
This eliminates the need for "laborious hand reduction of these data. There were
two stacked discriminator systems on Aerobee 4.168 and one such system on each
of 4.169 and 4.248.
4
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Pulse amplitude information from the low-energy systems was transmitted
by a technique ::herein individual pulses were stretched in time and tel.emetered
as analog data with the amplitude information preserved. This type of data
tranazm -GS4 on resulted in appreciable dead time so absolute rate information
was derived from logarithmic count rate meters or digital scalers.
in order to obtain X-ray data with the best possible counting statistics,
it was necessary to sum the observations over many rolls of the spinning rocket.
This required a continuous knowledge of the payload aspect and roll rate which
was derived from three solar aspect sensors and two magnetometers. Figure 2
shows the moTion of the rocket's roll axis in a zenith and azimuth-angle
coordinate system for each of the three flights. Also sil:Iwn in the figure are
the positions of the sun and several other features of interest.
1
For each flight, the roll axis first precessed on a small cone and then
follo:tied a iar--er cone. This ^-°havior was due to despin of the rocket initia-L.i
near the real: of the trajectory, that was done to aid in reducing the solar
data and to cause a more comprehensive scan of the sky.
The instrument calibrations were obtained by monitoring the response of
each det--ction system to X-rays of various energies. These radiations were
derived from radioactive sources (principally Fe 55 , Cc , and Cd lo9 ) or
.fluorescent characteristic X-rays from various elements produced by converting
the radiation of a portable X-ray machine. Measurements made with the flight
apparatus to determine their dependance on counting rate and photon enerr-,;y
were references to equivalent measurements with standard laboratory instruments
whenever possible.
Figure 3 gives an examele of calibration data taken for the primary system.
These particular da}a are from the pre-flight calibration 	 248 and were
obtained at White Sands Missile Range four days before 1,	 . The three peai:s
are pulse height distributions, (recorded by a laboratory pulse height analyzer)
rf the response of the entire primary detection system to -"-rays of the energies
indicated. These data permit direct determination
	 resolution as a function
6
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FIG. 3 - Calibration data for the primary X-ray detection system. The pulse height
profiles- shown were recorded with a laboratory pulse height analyzer when
the primary array was irradiated by radioactive sources. Data such as
these are used to determine system energy resolution and gain as a function
of photon energy. The derived calibration is indicated by the scale at
the top of the figure which is given in terms of photon energy and the
tick marks top and bottom inside the figure which show the pulse height
i
	 boundaries of the 16 channels of our primary pulse height analyzer.
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of energy as well as system non-linearities with energy. The excellent
stability of this system is illustrated by the fact that identical calibration
functions could be used for fliglitc 4.169 and 4.248 (which took place eight
months apart) with no gain adjustments or other instrumental changes. This
implies a system stability of better than two percent.
In-flight calibration was provided by radioactive sources (Co 57 for 6.47
and 14.4 keV and Cd109 for 22.5 keV) mounted on the doors of the compartment.
The sources were contained in tungsten cylinders so that the detectors were
not illaminated when the doors of the rocket compartment were open. When the
doors closed prior to reentry, the sources once again provided calibration
information.
Changes made in the payload on each successive flight were 'used on
previous experience and upon the desire to make the most of each flight
opportunity. Between flights 4.168 and 4.169 the following changes were made:
1) The five channel stacked-discriminator pulse height analyzer was
eliminated in order to make its telemetry channels available for other
purposes and because experience with the primary analysis system had
demonstrated its reliability in flight.
2) One of the large-area detectors of the supplementary array was
eliminated to mare space for mounting an optical gating system being
tested for use with a source locating collimator to be flown on 4.246.
The loss of this counter was no sacrifice as the primary useful_;:ess
of this system was at low energies where the flux was high.
3) Collimators (300 full width at half maximum) were added to the primary
array to decrease the detector solid angleand lower the influence of the
,ignal from diffuse cosmic X-rays. Because this collimation providea
more closely defined discrete peaks in the scan direction, a more
ac • arate subtraction of background was permitted.
9
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4) An aluminum filter (0.0048 gm cm.­ ) was added to the primary array to
decrease sensitivity of the system to low energy X-rays. The
amplifier gain was also decreased to shift tht^ system's lower threshold
from 3.15 to 4.25 keV. These changes should have produced a factor of
ten decrease in the solar counting rate of this system for a solar
X-ray flux equivalent to that experienced during flight of 4.168.
5) Because of difficulties in interpreting data from the primary system
under high counting rate conditions the characteristic impedance in
the first stage of the double-delay-line clipped linear amplifier was
changed. In addition, the logic of the pulse risetime discriminators
was altered in order to kill non X-ray pulses in the analyzer, instead
of triggering an enable gate for X-ray pulses external to the analyzer.
Subsequent results were highly satisfactory.
6) The optical gating system mentioned earlier was installed for test	 1
purposes.
7) The cables used to stop the doors when they swung open, and to pull
them shut before reent rf, were replaced with stronger cables and a
better shock absorbing arrangement. (The cables had all broken when
the doors opened on 4.163, although no damage resulted since the doors
were closed by aerodynamic forces during re-entry.)
3) All TM antennas were moved forward of the severance area so that
calibration data could be acquired from all systems during the entire
descent of the payload.
9) A telemetry lint was installed by NASA to permit closing the payload
doors by co=and from the ground in the event that severance had to
occur early due to a low altitude trajectory.
Solar conditions at the time of each flight are summarized in Table 2 and
more fully discussed in the section on results. It should be noted that during
the second flight ( 4 .169), we observed a solar X-ray enhancement associated
with a barely detectable H-a event near the east limb of the sun. This result-
ed in a peak counting rate 10 times greater than that of 4.168, despite our
effoms to reduce the detection sensitivity. Nevertheless, satisfactory data
were still obtained from the flight.
10
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'^ r
Aerobee Dumber
Date o: Launch
Time at Pear Altitude "PT)
TP*,le 2
S^la- Cor,dit_uns
14.1:A Cb`
A. r. 1967
00: ? '3: 30
4.169 cs ( `- ) 	4.248 cs(3)
19 Feb. 1968	 16 Oct. 1968
23:18:30	 23:18:30
121{
2,L
57
jxl,)-4
none
2800 Mcl s F luv (f lux unit ': s )
8800 	 II	 11	 It	 tt
Sunspot Number
Daily Avg. 0 -8 Ao flu., (SOLRFD)
Reported Flares during f: ignt
2-12 R 'lt:x at peal; al' iti
^ 7xplorcr 35) (cts/sec.)
133
296
66
Qx10-4
none
2300
13-
2 92
89
20x!0-4
-F
1200
Reported tad- , enh •^ncraient	 none	 none	 none
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1) All availablA satellite and ground data indicate quiet and stable solar
condi	 ^s.
2) .l'_ satellite L,cn 4 tors show declining phase of gradual X-ray enhancement.
C'30-4 X-ray telescope shows emission *year NE limb (Vaiana, private
co.._.rarication). Examination of H-alpha patrol film shows faint corres-
ponding feature at less than flare brightness.
3) Satellite monitors show sharp burst of X-rays at 2305 UT, lasting only
about 5 minutes. Rocket data show X-ray emission varying during flight
and locate primary source region near NE limb. H-alpha patrol shows
activit- in that region but no flare.
11
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A strong upper-atmosphere wind blowing out of the NW caused the initial
precesGion cone of 4.169 to be larger than the cones of the other two vesicles
and tined 25 0 to the north.
Between flights 4.169 and 4.243 the following changes were made in the
payload:
i) The th-n-aluminum-window detector was replaced by a new detector
system of 25 cm  area with a thick (1 mm) beryllium window. This was
done to more effectively cover the low-energy end of the 2-10-keV
range.
2) One of the large-area detectors was removed from the primary array
and made into a source-locating detector through the addition of a 7
arc min FWM collimator.
3) Collimation of the primary array was decreased to 15 0 FWIN because
extra-solar X-ray sources were adjacent to the sun at the October
launch time.
4) Aluminum filters over the primary large-area detectors were increased
in thickness to 0.014 gm cm -2 to further decrease sensitivity to the
low energy portion of the spectrum (See Figure 4).
5) Because of variability in solar activity and the possibility of again
encountering a high solar X-ray flux, thicker aluminum filters (.0428
and .0063 gm cm 2 respectively) were installed over the supplementary
large area counter and the new 2-10-keV detector on the day of the
flight.
6) Two additional high frequency channels were added to the FM/FM
transmitter and an additional commutator was installed to carry data
from the source locating detector.
7) Electronics were built to process and store data from the source-
locating detector.
In order to avoid a major flare enhancement for the flight of 4.248 real-
time communications were maintained up until the moment of launch with an
observer visually monitoring the H-a heliograph at Lockheed Solar Observatory
and with the USAF Air Weather Service installation at Sunnrrale, California,
as
12
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where real-time data from the Vela satellite net is received and monitored.
The extra aluminum filters were installed over the supplementary detection
systems as a direct result of the real-time Vela data.
This is an appropriate point to express our appreciation for the splendid
cooperation and willing -assistance rendered throughout this program by personnel
of the GSFC Sounding Rocket Branch, the WSMR launch and recovery crews, and the
New Mexico State University Telemetry group.
III. INSTRUMENTAL INNOVATIONS
In the course of preparing the payloads flown on NASA Aerobees 4.168,
4.169, and 4.248 several new techniques were developed which may be of suffi-
cient general interest to report here.
A) Payload Compartment
The framework for the compartment is of welded aluminum design with
a perforated .250-inch plate, running full length and dividing the compartment
along a diameter, providing the basic structural member and a convenient
surface for instrument mounting. The screwed-on magnesium skins are entirely
removable, providing complete access to the interior of the payload. Each of
the four doors is five feet long, hot-rolled to the proper curvature out of
.190-inch magnesium, and mounted on standard aircraft-type continuous hinges.
The doors which are swung open and held fast by hinge-line springs, were held
shut during launch by squib-operated pin pullers and latched shut for re-enti-j
by standard Schlage door latches. This compartment successfully withstood the
standard Aerobee bendii,g moment test (maximum deflection was 0.25 inch with a
3000 ft. 1b. torque) and is still serviceable aft- r three flights with parachute
recovery.
E) Large Area Proportional Counters
In order to minimize aeLector weight and permit high temperature bake-
out our initial plan was to fabricate the counter bodies entirely from beryl-
lium using aluminum bra7.e techniques. The windows were to be chemically milled
and be an integral part of the counter body. Initial. efforts with small units
were very encouraging but warpage of the pieces during brazing prevented
successful fabrication of full-sized units. Electron beam welding was
13
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attempted with some success but excessive fabrication cost plus difficulty in
obtaining vacuum tight joints caused this effort to be abandoned.
The bodies for flight counters were finally fabricated by dip-brazing
components machined from standard rectan-ular aluminum extrusion. After
thorough cleaning and etching, the beryllium windows and high voltage feed-
throughs were installed with epoxy resin. Attachments for mounting and end
caps were welded to the counter bodies. Fi-7ure 3 of Appendix A shows both
an assembled counter and component parts of an unassembled unit.
Despite the large cross-sectional Brea of these counters it was
possible to extend the window to within 22mm of the end of the counter without
significant loss of gain or resolution by the use of field shaping electrodes.
These electrodes, an integral part of the high voltage feed-through, may be
seen in Figure 3 of Appendix A.
Overnight vacuum bakeout at 65°C was found to be necessary- and
sufficient to prepare these counters for filling. They were filled to a
pressure of 107 cm IIg (27°C) with commercial P-10 counter gas (.9 Argon + .1 C11
 counters have shown no significant degradation after 24 months of shelf-
life and three flights. Figure 5 shows the calculated photon detection
efficiency as a function of energy for these counters and their filters, as
they were used on Aerobees 4.168, 4.169 and 4.248.
C) Pulse Risetime Discrimi::ators
The risetimes of pulses produced in a proportional counter are char-
acteristically shorter for X-rays than for non X-ray background radiation.
Pulse risetime discriminators (PRD) which used this effect to reduce non X-ray
background in the primary detection system were flown on each of the three
rockets described in this report. The basic logic involved in the PRD consists
of three stages.
1) A delay line differentiation stage which produces a pulse that
passes through zero when the detector pulse reaches its peak
amplitude.
14
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FIG. 5 - Photon detection efficiencies of the proportional counters in the primary
array. Upper, central and lower curves refer to flights 4.168, 4 . 169 and
4.248 respectively. The absorption edge at 7 keV is caused by iron im-
purity in the window and filter materials.
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2) A stage which successively amplifies and diode clips the differ-
entiated pulse. A total amplification of a factor of several
hundred is uaed to produco a noarly roctangular pulse of conatant
amplitude whose width is equal to the time required for the input
pulse from the detector to reach its pear.
3) A stage in which the rectangular pulse goes directly to one half
of a coincidence circuit and is also applied to the other half
after being passed through a delay lire. The length of the
delay is adjusted to be slightly longer than the time required
for an X-ray pulse to reach peak amplitude. If the time duration
of the rectangular pulse exceeds the length of the delay, a
coincidence will result, indicating a non X-ray event.
Since the delay line used in the dec 'on making stage is a
passive element, the PRD has the advantage of stability at high
counting rates. As mentioned earlier the PRD logic was changed
between 4.168 and 4.169. This was accomplished by changing from
an anti-coincidence circuit in the decision making stage (4.168)
to a coincidence circuit (4.169 and 4.248) as described above.
Figure 6a shows the spectrum of room background in one of the large area
counters and the reduction obtained with the PRD. The integrated background
was reduced 80% by the PRD. A similar reduction was experienced during, the
flights although no data were obtained on the spectrum of the rejec"l
-ed pulses.
Because of wall and end effects in the proportional counter, X-rays inter-
acting throughout the counter volume produce pulses of varying risetimes.
Optimum rejection of background events means that some of ;;he X-ray pulses
with long risetimes will also be lost. The fraction of X-ray pulses rejected
by the PRD as a function of energy for the flights of 4.169 and 4.248 is shown
in 6b. An increase in rejection with energy is expected since more energetic
X-rays have slightly longer risetimes. This effect is due to the range of
photoelectrons produced by higher energy X-rays becoming comparable to the
counter dimensions.
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D) Pri7,ary Pulse Haight Ana'_Zzer
The pulse height analyzer of the primary system was tailored to the
rites photon detection, sensitivity and inherent energy resolutiun of the large-
area proportional counters.
The unit has 16 differential energy channels whose width increases at
hi, 	 ener^r so that a statistically significant number of counts may be
acquired from X-ray emitting objects whose spectra fall steeply in intensity
wltn increasing photon energy. the analyzer operates on an analog-to-digital
basis with a 3.3 rain converter clock.. The basic accumulation time is 4.75
liiseconds with the 16 channel memory fully buffered for serial readout into
telemetry. The digital data wavetrain directly modulated its own rid trans-
mitter at a 20 kilo-bit per seconi rate. The signal was recorded on the
ground either in an "FM record" or "pre-detection" mode in order to preserve
the zero reference of the "Non Return to Zero" wavetrain.
IV. EXPERIME: AL RESiJLTS
The three rocket flights under this program have produced a large amount
of data. The full exploitation_ of these observations is not yet complete. Ill
the following sections data reduction methods and results of analysis on X-rays
from the sun, the Crab Nebula, and the diffuse cosmic X-ray background will be
discussed.
A) Data Reduction and Analysis
The following steps were required to reduce the raw telemetered data
to X-ray photon flux as a function of photon energy.
i) hanect Solution: In order to properly sum the counts from a
given direction over many rolls of the spinning rocket it was
nec-ssary to determine the orientation and angular rates of the
vehicle as a function of time for each flight. Figure 2 was
prepared from the results of these analyses. A rigid-body approx-
imation proved to be sufficiently accurate to describe thr vehicle
motion.
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2) Preparation of Digital Data: Counting rate information from each
detection system has been converted to digital form with timing
information preserved. The data from the primary system was
received in digitized form and needed only to be converted from
telemetry tapes to computer compatible tapes. Digital listings
of counts versus time have been prepared.
3) Summation of Data: Versatile computer codes have been prepared
which superpose data from many rolls of the rocket while main-
taining the proper phase relationships (as determined from the
rigid body aspect solution) for the source directior(s) of
interest. Figure 7 shows such a superposition of data. For the
data from flight 4.169 this program was modified to permit a
superposed epoch analysis of the counts from a selected azimuthal
interval in order to search for X-ray pulsar emission from the
Crab Nebula.
4) Photon Detection Efficiency: Since these observations were
integrated over a wide range rf aspect angles it was necessary to
prepare a code which could compute the photon detection Efficiency
as a function of photon energy and as a function of aspect angle
for an arbitrary proportional cointer in the form of a right
parallelepiped.
5) Averaging Detection Exposure: It was necessary to compute the
appropriately-normalized average product of the photon detection
efficiency times the collimator transmission for any source of
intereb, in each set of summed data. This average was computed
for  191 energies from 1 to 40 keV.
6) Atmospheric Absorption: In order to utilize some of the high-
flux solar data it was necessary to use the atmosphere of the
earth as a filter to attenuate the low energy end of the spectrum.
Anderson and Francis F . Atm. Sci., 23,(1966) 110] have made
available to us detailed model atmospheres computed for the date,
local time and solar activity level of each flight. A code has
been written to compute the atmospheric transmission as a function
of energy for a given altitude and zenith angle. This code was
developed separately e. 3 included as a subprogram in the follow-
ing program.
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7) X-ray Spectrum Reconstruction: This code computes the predicted
number of counts, Ni, in each pulse heiE;ht analyzer channel
(photon energy interval) on the basis of the circumstances of the
observation. the characteristics and calibration of the detection
system, and an assumed incident spectral photon distribution
according to the equation
m	 ^i+1
Ni = A 
x0111
	 F(E)xT(E)xL(E)xq(E) 	 P(E,E') dE' dE
o	 E'i
W here A is the effective detector area, DT is the observing time,
F is the assumed photon distribution, T is the transmissivity of
the earth's atmosphere, L is the photon loss function of the rise
time discriminators (Figure 6b), q is the averaged detection
exposure, and P(E,E') is a Gaussian function representing the
energy resolution of the detector or detector array (the width
parameter of the Gaussian distribution is determined experimentally,
see Figure 3), and gives the contribution at pulse height (energy)
E of signals initiated by photons of true energy V. The inte-
-ration limits Ei and Ef	 are set by the lower and upper limits
of pulse height analyzer channel i and the other integral is taken
over all energies contributing to channel i (formally 0-.).
The weighted difference between the observed and predicted counts
in each channel is then computed and the assumed photon spectrum
F(E) is adjusted by an iterative, differential, least-squares
technique to obtain a best fit to the observations. The program
also computes Chi-square and the standard error of the fitted
functional parameters.
B) Solar Results
A primary experimental objective of this program was to search for
evidence of non-thermal emission in the X-ray continuum of the non-flaring sun.
If a hardening of the X-ray spectrum was observed which was greater than could
be accounted for on the basis of reasonable thermal models, consistent with
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radio and optical data, then ir. could be concluded that non-thermal acceleration
andjor storage of particles was taking place within solar centers of activity.
Table 2 summarizes the state of solar activity at the times of the three flights.
While the physical inter pretation of the solar data is not yet complete,
it is possible at this time to answer the primary question posed above. in
brief, there annears to be ncthin in the solar data from any of the three
flights which it is necessary to interpret in terra of nen-thermal effects.
The data to the contrary in the pull.ished results of the first flight (Appendix B)
appear to be caused by triple pulse-superposition in the amplifier of the primary
system.
Figure 8 reproduces X-ray spectral results from the first two flights,
which seem to represent the extremes of our data. These data have been cor-
rected for known instr=ental effects and are plotted on a semi-log scale in
terms of energy flux. On this scale a simple thermal bremsstrahlunosnectr-am is
approximately a straight line. Although the two spectra are grossly ..ifferent
in amplitude and slope they both appear to be adequately represented by
exponential distributions, as indicated. We consider the 4.169 results as
provisional because atmos pherically attenuated data were used and we have not
yet adequately verified our atmospheric absorption correction. however, extra-
polation of the spectrum shown to lower energies produces agreement with
simultaneous 060-4 r.,asurements by the X-ray spectrometer of University College
London [L. Culhane, private communication].
In order to verify that the emission of energetic solar X-rays is
zonfined to localized regions and to identify the major sources of the observed
flux a fan-beam collimator was mounted in front of one of the large area
count_rs for the flight of 4.248. X-ray energies were resolved into two
intervals, 2 -5 keV and 5-30 keV.
As this detector scanned across the sun the resuitin.- azimuthal.
distribution of counts indicated one intense source of X-ray emission near the
east limb and another weaker source which was located n_ar the central meridian.
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The intense source was present in both energy intervals while the weaker source
could be resolved from background only in the 2-5 keV channel. The source on
the E limb waz rooponoible for more than 90% of the observed oolcr X-ray
emission and can be associated with an active region at N17, E35 wh4.ch exhibited
t:cr brightening of importance -N at the time the X-ray data were being acquired.
For the most intense source the 7 arc-min -WKM- collimation places an upper
limit of 1-2 arc-min on its angular extent along the scan direction. There
are two possible candidates for the less intense source region which are
indistinguishable with the available data.
C) The Crab Nebula
During the flight of 4.169 observations of the Crab Nebula were
obtained with our primary system. Figure 9 summarizes currently published
Crab data; it is evident that our observations are consistent with those of
other workers. Subtraction of the large diffuse cosmic X-ray background was
the nnajor source of experimental uncertainty in our observations. Figure 'T
illustrates the relative amplitudes of the various sources of countis.
Beginning in March 1969 a concerted effort was made to detect a
pulsar component to the Crab x-radiation using a superposed-epoch analysis.
Calculations indicate thLt the pulsations should be detectable in our data at
about the 3a level if 8% of the Crab emission is in the two pulsations per
period reported by other workers. So far we have been unsucca:sful in our
search, but it is premature at this point to use this failure as the basis for
concluding that the X-ray pulsar was weaker at the epoch of the flight of 4.169.
D) Diffuse Cosmic X-Rays
The large solid angle and effective area cf our primary system,
combined with a relatively low non x-ray background and good energy resolution,
make it an especially effective instrument for observing the diffuse component
of cosmic X-rays. Figure 10 compares our data from 4.169 for a portion of the
celestial sphere:
Right Ascension	 1  to 4h
Declination	 +200 to -700
with other published measurements of diffuse cosmic X-rays.
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-1
N(E) = 11 .B. 
1. 5 photons cm	 sec -1 keV	 sterad
and does not reflect the break in spectral slope in the 15-20 keV region.
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Our raw data have been corrected for non x-ray background (obtained
both from earthward-loo'King detection periods after desnin and from data taken
between closure of the doors and reentry of the payload) and for a partial
transparency of our collimator material at the higher energies. As can be
seen frr -1 the figure the statistical uncertainties are small.
E) Additional Solar and Extra-Solar Data
This report merely touches upon those aspacts of data interpretation
farthest along, and in the case of the sun, those which bear most strongly
upon meeting the primary objective of this work relative to searching for non-
thermal emission from the quiescent sun. We have other data from independent
systems which serve to supplement and also to enhance the reliability of these
observations. Tole also have data on other celestial x-ray sources, as has been
mentioned in our periodic progress reports, After all of the data (like those 	 I
presented in Figures 8, 9, and 10) have been further evaluated, we intend to
submit the final results and conclusions for foiinal publication.
V.	 CONCLUSI0NS AND RECO110EN ATIONS
A) Conclusions
The x-ray emission of the quiescent sun above about 4 keV can be
fitted by an exponential function, which approximate6 a thermal bremsstrahlung
distribution. The derived temperatures are in general higher than would be
inferred from optical or radio data, but beyond this, there is as yet no
compelling evidence in these x-ray data for non-thermal effects.
Our x-ray data on the Crab Nebula in the 5-30 keV interval is consistent
with that of other workers. An unsuccessful search has been made for a pulsed
x-ray component.
The diffuse cosmic x-ray data seem to be well represented by a poorer
lava spectrum of the forma
	 -2	 -1	 -1N(E) = k E photons cm sec
	
sterad
with the spectral index, a, changing from 1.5 to 2.2 :within the 15-20 keV
energy interval.
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B) deco; miendations
Further study of the energetic X-ray continuum of solar activity
regions is worthwhile. However, to achieve maximum usefulness, future instru-
ments must have collimation to limit the field of view to no more than a few
minutes of arc. Because of the extreme variability at these energies, the
instrumentation must combine large dynamic range with high sensitivity and good
energy resolution. Finally, satellite instrumentation is required In order to
adequately study[ the time variability of the emission. This is necessary
information if the growth and decay of active regions is to be understood.
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R. D. Reed, J. C. Bakke. j. 7. ?.eezar a-d L. W. Actc-
3d Palo Alto _esearc. ___crstor:
_c_eed :•:issues . „-• ace :cmpar
Palo Alto, Cal'_°or-ia
-..._ -speed, high-resolution spectrometer
system has beer designed for the detection and
analysis of low-energy x-r3;rs from a spinning
rocket. -he system enjoyed a highly successful
r u i n- t in the spr.ng of 1c/)7 and another flight is
__._n
	 scheduled for the fall of 1557.
The system was :o=prised of four 'large-area
beryllium—window prcportior_al counters, an ana=og
pulse-height-to-time converter, a digital data
assembler and a complete PC::	 tiplexer.
The system was capable of analyzing x-ray
events at average input rates in excess of
events per second. .he _ lse-height-to-time cc--
verter, in con unction with a portion of the
digital data assembler, formed a 54-charnel =_'se-
height analyzer and prcrided ar energy- resc'_u-ion
of 0.5 keV per charnel u •.-er the 3-30 ke'. energy
range of the detectors.
-::e data assembler, using a nor-!!near, lu--r
digital decoding technique, compiled and stored a
complete spectrum on Beard the rocket. Channel
address accumulators were com pletely buffered sip
that while one spectra.- -:as being time multiplexed
to telemetry, another was le'-ng accumulated. :hi.a
techni que gi •res rise to very short dead-ti--e -per-
iods and enabled the detector a-' pulse-height
converter to operate in random-access fastion at
high: input rates.
The PI:M mu.ltip'.exer portion of the system time
multiplexed all of the spectral information, along
with atsolute rate data, and a plicable timing and
I.D. information into a serial Nor.-Return-to-Zero-
.Le-ml (IRZL) formatted binar, output with suf?i-
cient drive tc directly modulate an 'r vt transmitter.
The multiplexer operated from a single, stable 20
kHz oscillator. The timing w=.s such that a com-
plete spectrums, along with rate and timing data,
was transmitted each 4.75 milliseconds. A complete
frame of 20 spectra, rate and timing signals and
all necessary I.D.'s were sent ever; 0.1 second.
Ar. economical	 _-irlexer .as designed and
built_ for t-e rrocessi-.i of pre-flight calibration
date and for field checkout.
	 -is unit accented
the serial wavetraLn Pram the light instrumert and
corny--etely demaltiplexed it so that the data could
ce cou-nip ' tc a standard laborator,- pulse-heig t
analyzer for storage, visaal display and complete
print-out capability. be d—iltiplexer rrccessed
all of the data in a completely digital fashion
from the same 20 kHz clock that was i . the flier..-
package, so that no ^-A and --= conversion errors
were 'introduced 'c-: the -_'e- iplexer or laboratory
trod_ctio
I_. an effort to gain. data _hat would lead to a
..better derstan ding of the ysical nature of act-
ive regions of the sun, a rocket-:erne instrument
package .-as designed and c it at -he :cck^.eed Palo
Alto :aesearch laboratory tc study the x-ray emis-
sions frc--_ these regions in their quiescent state.
--e exper'Lm_.- was accomplished by launching the
ins,::=ent rackege or a spin-stabilizes Aercbee
rocket from "--!-e _axnds )'_'ssile range, New '•'.exicc,
at :015 ' on 5 April lyk - .	 -e er-erimertal eb-
lective of _r_is flight was t:e measurement of solar
x-ray em'iss'ions in -he 1-30 ke': region.
7 e pr' arm spectrometer of this package, which
made spectra_ meas•.::•gents -f x-rays in the 3-30 keV
region, will be '_escribed in t:-is rarer. The spec-
trometer consisted of four 'large-area gas propor-
tions_ counters whose outputs were parallel coupled
to a Pulse-=eight Analyzer (PF.A' and a :igital Data
Assembler and I%hltlplexer (D )MV). ?'he M and
ZIM-' wer e de-Tgr:t = a- -n integral part of t h e ir-
strument in. r.. eff or- - ealize the Pall capability
of the radiation. detectors .rile maintaining com-
patibility with the rocket telemetry ays-e: •!. The
overall block diagrs.-- of the spectrometer is shown
in Figure 1.
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The radiation detectors ,sed were four iarEe-
area gas-filled proportional counters. -a--h of
the four-counters had eight windows of arproxi:Ete-
ly 71 tea` area for a to'-1 ef_`ecti.,e collectir.t
arerture of reerl-, :.23 me for t'.e entire spectro-
meter. The windows were of ber-lliu., wi th a thick-
ness of 0.076 = and t e counters were filled with
a mixture of 004 argon - l04 methane tc a rres..re
-.4 atmospheres. The computed p o'_on detection
efficiency of these countera ?s shown. in =lgare 2.
Each saunter was ezui~ed with fief_ sharing
electrodes so that t__ rai- and resolution were
u-niform" within a few per cent over t_ e entire win-
down, area. figure 3 is a photograph sowing the
cceronent parts of a caunter, including the field
shaping electrodes or. the	 feed-thro.ghs, as well
as one of the	 cour_ters. -_e coanters
were assenbled and sealed with epoxy: resins and
exhibited satisfactor; shelf-life and d rebility.
Each cour_'_er was also e qui pped with its c,-r. =V
supply, pre-amplifier an d ?alse _ise`l-e -iscr'--
inaticn (PRD) c`_rc •,_t as is depicted in _	 detect-
or system and r:: blocs diagram of =lose L . The
>??.D circuit differentiated 'tetween detector rinses
caused by x-rays and those caused by cosmic rays
by taki-.a ed-:antage of tae fa^-`_ tha t ir_ most c=aces,
the cosmic ray produced a more slc:. •-y ri-s ing tr,lse`
:his techni ae proved -repy effect''-ve in reducing
the detector bac'rgroand e to cosmic rays .
-he ca _t ralses fr= the four detectors
coupled to the 7",. section of the spectrometer :-_a
a :rouble-Delay-line (::7,1) clipped :'_near a=plif'.er.
A li:_esr gate, contro l ed by the --- 's, 'ollowed
this e^plifier so that on!; pulses ide:.`.ified as
tr:e x.--a_r signals were 'delivered to t::e pulse-
Pulse--eight Analyzer
The DDL amplifier had a linear bi-polar output
signal of approximately two microseconds in total
duration. Signal gating of the -yA was accxplished
by triggering tc.e threshold and upper level discrim-
inators with the positive portion of the signal from
the DDL amplifier prior to pulse-heige.t analyzing
the negative portion of the signal. When exceeded,
the threshold discriminator triggered a monostable
maltivibra`.or which triggered the rate accu=lator.
This 500 ns :ride output was also differentiated and
the trailing gate was used as one input to an ini-
tiate gate. The ini-^.iate gate also had two inhibit
input s, one a "bus;;" signal controlled by the PDA&M
and the other from a monostable multivibrator which
was controlled by the upper level discrimira^or. If
the initiate gate were not inhibited, it triggered
both a gate-width monostable multivibrator, which
opened the signal gate in time to pass the negative
portion of the signal from the D:I- amplifier, and
another monostable multivicrator which signaler the
beginning of an analysis to the DDAM-11. :hose nega-
tive signals which passed through the sigr!al gate
were amplified and charged a capacitor to A volt-
age '-ic,- was li-^early proportional to the input-
pu'_se-height. The pulse-height-to-time converter
,disc`ierged the capacitor in a linear runner while
gating on a 3.3 mFz oscillator for tl^e duration of
the total discharge titre. -he gated oscillator
output provided the address pulses which were
counted in the 64-char-el accurmalator of the DD.W%
-he total pulse-'.;eight analysis time was less
than: =_ microseconds for the highest level event
so the analyzer was capable of anplyzing signals
at inp•.t rates greater than 5 x 10` counts/sec.
At average input rates of 1C*6 counts/sec., the
spectrum distortion was less then 101' an¢ was
negliFib le at average rates up to 5 x 10 4
 rants/
sec. 7-e	 energyrange was set to b.
arprcx:L7a-ely ZC for this irstrunent, although the
ana _:zer was capable of a linear range greater than
30. The basiz converter stability was one &art in
128 over a temperature range of -40 C to 6o C.
Digital Data Assembler
-he :igital rata Assemzier was comprised of an
Ara'_ysis and Control Logic section., a Spectra Stor-
age section and a ,ate Accur.1a`_cr, while the bhtl-
:ir_exer contained a Bit-2efinition Counter, a
fiord e-'1:.itic: Counter, _ °rz-_e-division Counter
and the :ate ?serge :.ontrol :ogic. A block diegreurn
of the :igital Lata ..ssembler a-3 :`ultiplexer is
depicted in figure
Analysis and Control
--e analysis and Control Logic (A,.l) section of
the sre_ rometer is here nos` of the dynamic deci-
s sere node which concerned the analysis of the
x-ray everts. The ACL section utilized three ir.-
t.its from the vHA section, an analysis --tart pulse,
an anely3is envelope pulse and an analysis pulse
train. -,e anal^'sis control logic then fur-ished
.he "busy" '_:-^ibi- signal gate, coupled the analy-
sis pulse train. to the 64-channel binary a--cumu-a-
tor; provided the decoder strobe pulse which
controlled the address decoding process, r<set the
64-charnel accumulator, and removed the inhibit
command from the signal gate when the analysis was
complete. :':e 64-channel bin.ar • accumulator,
which counted the analysis pulse train, provided
an e,:erK; reso.ation of 0.5 keV per charnel over
the 3-30 keV energy range of the instr,,ment.
Spect ra Storage
. - a decoder strobe pulse was received from
the analysis control logic, the eddress decoder
presented a single pulse to the input of one of
the address st^rage accumulators. Because of
weight, power, volume a:.' test constraints, only 16
address storage accumulators were used to cover the
dynamic energy range of the an alNzer. Since maxi-
=xn resolution. was desired in the 3-8.5 keV region,
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and because flu:. in the region above 8.5 keV wes
anticipated to be lower than in the region, below
8.5 keV, a nor.-linear, lumped  decodirw technique
was used. The decoder weighting was such that a
one-to-one correspondence existed between the
primary analysis channels, 1 through 11, and the
address s t orage locations, 1 through 11. The
regaining charr..ls were non-linearly lumped. The
channel-to-channel correspondence and equivalent
^nergj levels ar! shown in Figure 6.
Erch of the	 address storage accu.•mrlators
was a 5-bit tinary counter, and each accumulator
was buffered vi'h a `,-bit register. The data in
each address acr•L^ulatnr were broadside shifted
into the address buffer register upon command
from the Data Merge Contr-'_ (DMC) section of the
multiplexer. 711 accumulators shiftei their data
_.:o the buffers and were cleared s`_aultareously.
Ea-h buffer igister was then sequentially
scanned and a 5-bit word describing the contents
-if each register was presented to the DMC unit in
the multiplexer. ;:'hile the registers were being
scanned and output words were being formed, the
address accumulators were able to accept new data
and _form a new 16-channel spectrum. There was
essentially no dead ti-,e introduced into the sys-
tem by the address storage portion of the system~
since the data shift, which was accor:plished
broadside, re quired less than Ei ns and took
pla-e only once per transmitted spectrum.
Rate Ac_umulator
Also included in the DDA section of the instru-
ment was a 10-bit rate accumulator and scanner.
The rate accumulator was a binary counter which
accepted pulses from the rate multivibrator in the
PHA. The rate accumulator counted every input
signal whose amplitude was higher than the lower
threshold regardless cf the presence cf an , er-
load signal or busy inhibit. The rate accumulator
was not buffered, but scanned directly so that it
was necessary to inhibit the input while the out-
put word was being formed. This amounted to an
"off" time of only 10% of the total possible
accumulation time, and was completely constant and
periodic.
The rate data was used to normalize the spec-
tral data. The Instrument was able to completely
analyze an average of 50,000 x-ray events per
second without appreciable distortion, and had
storage capability of over 100,000 everts per
second.
Multiplexer
The basic bit rat e of the multiplexer was 20
K-bits per second. Tl.j system clock was a very
stable. 20 kHz oscillator which had two isolated
outputs. One of the outputs was used only for
ground checkout, ;hile the other was fed to the
bit-definition counter. 'he bit-definition
counter was a :rod-5 zeurter which, with its de-
coder, defined 5 discrete periodic bits for use
by the DMC and Sync Pattern C .-erator (SPG).
The first bit was also ccupled to the word-
definitior. counter, which was a convertible mod-19/
mod-27 counter. Ir its r.ormr _ mode, the word-
definition winter and its decoder defined to
discrete word-length pulses for use by the DMC !I
SPG. in its alternate mode, the word-definition
counter defined 2 7 word pulses.
The first word pulse was coupled to the frame-
division-definition counter, which was a mod-20
counter. The mod-22 counter and its decoder
defined 2C divisions of each main frame of the
multiplexer. Using 'these 20 time-discrete func-
tions, the mod-20 decoder controlled the operat-
ing mode of the convert ible mod-19/:cod-27 word
counter. The complete 5-bit output of the frar,e-
dlr sign decoder was also fed to the DMC where it
was used as a frame-division I.D. word.
The first frame-divieion pulse was also used
to increment the frame I.D. counter, which was
10-bit binary unit_. the .frame I.D. counter was
supplied with a scanner which, upon command of
the DMC & SPG, furnished 10 bits of incremental
frame count to the DMC for formatting.
The DMC, using the varicn:s 'inputs from the
bit-definition decoder, the word-definition de-
cc'^r and the .frame-division decoder, formed all
of the control signals that were used to seq+n-
tially interrogate all of the data scanners. The
DMC & SPG also tastes all of the data from the
various source- and formats the^: into a single
serial Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) wavetrain with the
necessa ^ I.D.'s an3 ?`rame sy'. '^ronizaticn pattern
inserted in t heir proper places in the frame.
For-mat
As previo._sly mentioned, the Instrument out-it
was a serial, binary-coded R'RZ wavetrain with a
basic bit rate of 20 K-bits per second. Each
frame consisted of 388 five-bit words and required
a period of 97.9 milliseconds for presentation.
Each complete frame was made up of 20 frame divi-
sions, with the first 19 frame divisicr.s containing
19 words each, while the 20th frame division con-
tained 27 words.
As depicted in Figure 7, the data allocations
were as .follows: words 1 through 16 of all 20
frame divisions describe! spectral data, words 17
and 18 were allotted to absolute rate data, while
word 19 was the frame division I.D. In addition,
frame division 20 contained 8 unique words. Words
20 and 21 of this frame iivision were the frame
I.D., while words 22 through 27 contained the sync
pattern.
The ben• ral formatting t:;d timing described
above shows that a complete 16-channel spectrum
frees 3-30 ke'l, sloag with the absolute rate data
and timing identification, was telemetered each
4.75 milliseconds.
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The s^rchronization pattern consisted of the
following 30-bit code:
111110101111001100,110100000003 .
This code was chosen from the work of J. :
Maury, Jr. and F. J. Styles 2 and demonstrates a
high degree of reliability for recognition of the
true sync pattern while rejecting false patterns.
;round Support Equipment
The nature of the data and its formatting
makes computer reduction ideal, and the flight
data was reduced using a digital demultiplexer
and computer as outlined in a previous paper3.
However, due to the high data rates, checkout and
calibration of the instrument at locations which
were remote from a computer were impossible with-
out some special equipment. To overcome this
problem, a low-coca special aemultiplexer was dc-
signed and constructed. This demultiplexer, in
conjunction with a standard latoratory pulse-
height analyzer and a printer, formed all the
necessary checkout equipment for the flight ins-
trument. A block diagram of this demultiplexer
is shown in Figure 8. The 20 kHz clock signal was
derived from to primary bit-rate clock in the
flight instrument and was used both for the data
shift signal and to increment the bit-rate counter
The serial NRZ data were continuously entered
into a 30-bit serial shift register by the 20 kHz
clock :igral, while a 30-bit sync comparator con-
tinuously scanned the data register for the sync
pattern. When a sync recognition was made by the
comparator, a reset signal -.:as generated and
cc.:pled to the bit-definition counter, the word-
definition counter and the frame-division counter,
where the respective timing counts were set to
bit one, word one and frame division one.
position in the main 30-bit register, its numerical
inverse was parallel shifted into a 5-bit register
upon control by the C OC. A <lc; oscillator was
then gated on and its output coupled to the 5-bit
register, which now operated as a straight binary
counter. 7he oscillator output was also fed to
the lab PHA, which counted the pulses and stored
that count in a single address storage location.
As the count in the 5-bit register was increment-
ally increasing, the register was scanned by a
.:maximum count detector, which shut off the oscil-
lator when the count in tote register reached all
ones.
As an example, consider that the data word in
the rain 3o-bit register was 01000, with least
significant bit to the right. The number 10111
was then shifted into the 5-bit re.-ister and
exactly 8 clock pulses were rewired to react a
count of 11111 in the 5-bit register. Since the
oscillator was also fed to the lab PHA, g pulses
would be courted and entered into a memory loca-
tion there, with that locatic- uni quely corres-
pond1mg to the transmitted spectral charnel.
When the rate words were in the proper posi-
tion in the main 30-bit register, their numerical
inverse was shifted into the pair of 5-bit shift
registers. The same procedure as was used for the
spectral word followed, except that a fast oscil-
lator was chosen ir order to send the correct num-
ber of pulses to the FHA in the available length
of time. in this mode, the two registers acted as
a sing!-! 10-cit binary counter.
After accumulating data from the flight inst ru-
r.ent for a time that was sufficient to provide
good <*_atistics, the 3emultiplexer operation was
inh!.	 ed ar.a the spectrum that was stored in the
PHA :.°,=-y was printed out using an auxiliary
printer.
Calibration and 7ata
The outputs of the word counter and the frame-
division counter formed the re quired signals to
control the lab PHA and also the data cenvecsion
sy—tem. The lab analyzer which .as available for
this use had no provision for parallel access to
its memory. Therefore, the data from the flight
instrument had to be converted to some other fora.
To overcome this problem, the demultiplexer con-
verted the data, -which represented the number of
counts stored in a spectral channel ; into the pre-
scribed number of serial pulses and entered these
into individual address locations in the lab FHA.
The lab PHA was operated in the multiscaler
mode, with 17 address channels being used for
storage of the spectrometer data. Channeis 1
through 16 were used for storage of spectral data,
while the rate data was entered into Charnel 17.
The Conversion and Storage Control IC&SC) section
of the demultiplexer fur-ished the channel advance,
channel ?well and reset signals to control the lab
FHA.
When a spectral data word was in the proper
The flight instrument was calibrated in the
labors+ory using standard x-ray source techniques.
For in-flight calibration of the instrument, a
sma'_1 Co 57 source was mauntec^ in front of each o°
the detectors on t:.e M-load chamber doors. :'he
chamber doors were mechanically opened to allow
the detectors to view the sun after the first 71
seconds of flight and shut again lust prior to re-
entry, giving both a pre-data and 1st-date cali-
bration. The .4 ke'.' and lt.» keV x-ray lines
from this source provided an excellent ir-flight
calibration.
Figure 9 represents the raw data that waa
stored in 3 channels of the spectrometer during 176
revolutions of the spinning rocket. it should be
noted that rt the time of the flight, the sun was
'n  the West at a zenith angle of approximately 750.
The width of the solar peak corresponds to the
detector field of view in the direction normal to
the spin axis of the ricket and the variation of
the data in the non-solar regions is caused by
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other x-ray sources. These data provide more
detailed information on the quiescent solar spec-
trum, in the 3-30 kev region, than was previous;
available, and a preliminary report of the data
anal conclusions otttined from this flight is being
published elsewhere .
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OBSERVATIONS OF ENERGETIC X-RAYS
FROINI QUIESCENT SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS*
LO R N W. ACTON anti PHILIP C. FISNLR*`
(LorAheecl Pule Alto Research Lahoratort • . Palo Alto. Culil:. U.S.A.)
ABSTRACT
A measurement of the solar X-ray spectrum in the 1-30 KeV interval %tas made by rocket-borne
instruments at 0015 UT on April 5. 1967. These measurements show that the solar X-ray spectrtnti,
which falls off steeply with energy below It KeV, becomes less steep above this energy. These data
are takes, to indicate that energetic, non-thermal, electrons are present or continkuwsl, prodUCed
in quiescent solar acti\e regions. No optical flare activ6 was repooeti for se\eral hours arotind the
time of these obser%ations.
1. The Experiment
A solar active reg ion represents a remarkable concentration of energetic phenomena
exemplified by the tremendous outpouring of energy associated with solar flares
\ihich. although long tecognized, still remain to be understood. A study of the
quiescent state of active regions can advance our knowledge of' the physical nature
of such regions and hence the sources of flare energy.
An experiment to investigate the quiescent state of solar active regions was carried
out by instruments flo^^ n on a spin-stabilized rocket, which was launched from White
Sands Missile Range. N.M., at 0015 UT on April 5, 1967. The nose of the spinning
rocket was pointed approximately at the zenith with a yaw cone having a half angle
of ahout 5 . X-ray d:tectors were mounted so as to look out the sides of the rocket.
The Sun was Located in the West at a zenith angle of approximatel y
 75`. The experi-
ment did not provide any information concerning the positions of the X-ray sources
on the Sun. However. recent X-ray photographs of the Sun (Giacconi et al., 1965;
Pounds and Russell, 1966; Underwood and Muney, 1967; Zhitnik et al., 1967) seem
to establish conclusively that the emission of the harder X-rays is restricted to centres
of activity.
The abject of the experiment was to measure the solar X-ray emission in the I KeV
(12 ,x) to 30 KeV (0 .4 A) re g ion. The radiation sensors were eight gas-filled pro-
portional counters with a total area of 0 . 34 m = . The signals from these proportional
This t► ork has been Supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
contract NASw-1398 : e nd by the Lockheed It.dependent Research Program.
•' Presented by L. W. Aston.
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counters were processed by five different pulse-amplitude measuring systems N^ bleb
were equipped %%itl, a variety of provisions for reducing the deleterious efl'ects ofthe
a	 cosmic-ray ens ironment. The primary instrument, which yielded the most precise
+	 measurement of' the solar Y-ray sp:ctium, consisted of four proportional counters
'	 of total area 0 . 23 M 2 . Figure i illustrates the computed photon-detection efficiency
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Frc. 1. Typical photon:-de tec Lion etjiciener of ±6, proportional counters used in the /:rimar t • systent.
Fiucr such counters were Use I to Ji ved the prima•' prase-height anal yzer. The energy re.%olution /Jill/
width at hall'maxinucnt) of iheve counters at h KeV was better than 20 " 0 over the entire ss •indo,r area.
of each of the four counters of 0e primary instrument. These counters were equipped
with field-shaping, electrodes so trat the gain and resolution were uniform to within
a few percent over the entire window area. ?ulses from these counters were fed into
F a single analog-to-digital pulse-height analyzer which was developed specifically for
this experiment (Reed et al., 1968). The anal yzer was designed so that high pulse rates
could be handled and a complete 16-channel spectrum was read out every 5 milii-
seconds, ^%Ith no dead time introduced by the read-out process. The channels of this
analyzer \kere arranged so that the channel •,Nidths in the 3-8 . 5 KeV interval were
approximately 0 . 5 KeV. The higher energy channels were set wider because of the
anticipated lower photon flux at these energies. A very important feature of this X-ray
detection system \ g as a pulse rise-time discrimination circuit which rejected a high
percentage of the pulses produced in the proportional counters by cosn-ic rays \%bile
accepting the pulses produced by X-rays. This circuit \tias developed especially for
this experiment by Dr. R. C. Catura of this laboratory. The technique was first used
lby Matttieson and Sanford (1963).
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2. The Data
It is important to emphasize that the following discussion of the experimental
results represents a preliminary analysis of the data from the flight. The possibility
exists that systematic errors remain, both in our understanding of the performance
of the instruments and in the data-reduction techniques which have been used.
	 I 1
However, the internal consistenc y of the initial reduction of these data is such that
- - - -
	 preliminary coeiclusions may be drawn at this time.
Figure 2 presents examples of the azimuthal distribution of detector counts recorded
in three different pulse-height intervals, or channels, of the primary instrument. These
data were acquired in 94 sec and represent a sum over 176 rolls of the spinning rocket.
Most of the non-solar or 'background' signal is caused by diffuse cosmic X-rays
and unresolved cosmic X-ray sources. The sinusoidal variation with azimuth of this
signal is introduced by the tilt, toward the North, of the rocket roll axis. Channels
5 and 15 have a distinct maximum in the West, the position of the Sun at the time of
the flight. The data in the figure have not been corrected for system dead-time.
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Tht. solar signal is not evident in channel 13 where the signal to background ratio is
poorer than in the other channels.
A preliminary solar spectrum, derived from a partial reduction of the flight data,
is presented in Figure 3. The statistical uncertainties of these data are small, and in
most cases are roughly the size of the points which have been plotted. However, with
the exception of the measurements below 3 KeV, the data have not been corrected
Fur. 3. Solar X-rel y spectrrt ►n deri ved front a prelinrinar. y analysis of 'a portion of the data front If ►ur
ol'the Jive X-rar detection s ystems flown nn April 5, 1967. The data from each s ystem are indicated by
cf? 7 'trent spmbols. Those points from lire primar y s ►s'. _-1 are rep ► esented b y
 filled circles. With the
exception of the data indicated b y the open circles, none of the data have been corrected for systent
dead-rime. it is anticipates! that the properl y
 corrected data rill not exhibit a pronounced minimum in
the spectru ►n in the 8-14 Ke V integ ral. The hot- ontal bar indicates the _ nerg y
 resolution ( frdl width
tit halj' maxi nran) of the printa ►.y s_ystein a ► 6 .4 KeV.
for the dead-time of the pulse-amplitude measuring systems. These corrections are in
general less than 200,', but they may significantly alter the appearance of the spectrum
at tiie higher energies. We anticipate that the apparent minimum in the spectrum in
the 8-14 KeV interval will disappear or become less pronounced when the corrections
t	 for dead-time are properly taken into account.
4N
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3. The Interpretation
Figure 4 is a reproduction of a Sacramento Peak Observatory Hx fiitergram taken
approximately 9; hours prior to the time of the flight. At the time of tl,e flight there
was a complex of old active re gions on the Sun in the Northern hemisphere. There
were also four active regions in the Southern hemisphere, two of which produced the
only flares within 12 hours of our flight. The two extremely active regions that had
crossed the disk during the two weeks prior to the flight had passed the Western limb
two days earlier. It is possible that some of the X-ray emission recorded by the rocket
instruments came from the corona overlying these two regions.
it seems unlikely that `flare' X-rays contributed to the spectrum of Figure 3. There
were no reported flares or sub-flares within the time interval of 3 hours prior to flight
time to 7 hours after the time of the flight.
While it is inappropriate to draw extensive conclusions from these preliminary
results the following features may be mentioned. The measurements of the solar
FIG. 4. H i filter ^r <un u / the Srar tcrl, en ut lJ4R L'T un , trrrl ^, 1967, (Cuurtesr of Suc rctnrerHO Peuk
Obserruton • . )
t
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spectrum at energies below 4 KeV are consistent with those of other workers (Bowles
et al., 1967). The observed X-ray intensity lies between that reported by Chodil et al.
(1965) and that of Underwood given by Bowles et al. (1967). Fritz et al. (1967) have
shown that the X-ray spectrum at energies below 6 KeV is dominated by emission
lines.
The slope of the X-ray spectrum above 4 KeV in energy is markedly less steep than
at the lower energies. A second change in the nature of the solar X-ray spectrum
appears to occur in the 8-12 KeV interval where the spectrum becomes approximately
flat, extending to the upper limit of the most reliable data at 22 KeV. The flux which
we observed around 15 KeV is almost two decades hi gher than the upper limit given
by Peterson et al. (1966) for February 18, 1966 and about five decades below that
reported by Chubb et al. (1966) from their pioneering observations made in 1959.
However, our data appear to be consistent with the measurements reported by
Peterson (1967) for the 7 . 7-12 . 5 KeV and 12-22 KeV channels of his OSO-3 instru-
ment.
We believe that the extension of the solar X-ray spectrum above app oxitately
6 KeV is strongly indicative of non-thermal processes taking place in the active
regions on the Sun which were quies_^ent at the time of our flight. Indeed, the relatively
flat spectrum extending to high energies beyon ' 12 K^V may be bremsstrahlttng from
relativistic electrons either trapped or continually produced within the centres of
activity. Further analysis of these data and additional measU:-ements of the kind made
during this flight show promise for hel ping to understand the physics of solar active
regions.
Note added in proof: It has not yet been possible to reconcile the solar data of the
three large-area systems for photon energies greater than 8 KeV. Therefore we con-
sider it advisable to treat with caution, the data above 8 KeV from this experiment
until such time as these particular mc-asurements are better understood or until inde-
pendent confirmation of a flat solar X-ray spectrum in the 8-22 KeV interval is
obta;ned.
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Summarf
A high-speed, high-resolution spectrometer
system has been designed for the detection. and
analysis of low-energy x-rays from a spinning
rocket. The system enjoyed a highly successful
flight ir the sprang of 1967 and another flight is
currently scheduled for the fall of 1967.
The system was comprised of four large-area
beryllium-window proportional counters, ar. analog
pulse-height-to-time converter, a digital data
assembler and a complete PC%! multiplexer.
The system was capable of analyzing x-ray
everts at average input rates in excess of 50,000
rrents per second. The pulse-height-to-time con-
verter, in conjunction with a portion of the
digital data assembler, formed a 64-channel pulse-
height analyzer and provided an energy resolution
of 0.5 keV per channel over the 3-30 keV energy
range of the detectors.
The data assembler, uaing a non-linear, l.=p
digital decoding technique, c rmpiled and stored a
complete spectrum on board the rocket. Channel
address accumulators were com pletely buffered at,
that while one spectram was being time multiplex•-d
to telemetry, another was being accumulated. Thu:q
technique gives rise to very short dead-time per-
iods and enabled the detector and pulse-height
converter to operate in random-access fashion at
high input rates.
The PTA multiplexer portion of the system time
multiplexed all of the spectral information, along
with absolute rate data, and applicable timing and
I.D. information into a serial `ion.-Return-to-Zero-
Level (NRZL) formatted biner,; output with suf?i-
cient drive to directly modulate an F.M transmitter.
The multiplexer operated from a single, stable 20
kHz oscillator. The timing wes such that a com-
plete spectrum, along with rate and timing data,
was transmitted each 4.75 milliseconds. A complete
frame of 20 spectra, rate and timing signals and
all necessaii I.D.'s were sent every 0.1 second.
An economical demultiplexer was designed and
built for t^e processing of pre-flight calibration
data and for field checkout. TUs unit accepted
the serial wavetrain from the flight instrument and
completely demaltiplexed it so that the data could
be couple,' +n a standard laboraton- pulse-height
analyzer for storage, visual -display and complete
print-out capability. The demultiplexer Processed
all of the data in. a completely digital fashion
from the same 20 kHz clock that was i- the flight
package, so that no D-A and A-D conversion errors
were introduced by the drmultiplexer or laboratory
?^IA.
Introducticr_
In an effort to gain data that would lead to a
better understanding of the physical nacure of act-
ive regions of the sun, a rocket-borne instrument
package was designed and bu_`_`_ at the Lockheed Palo
Alto .esearch Laboratory tc study the x-ray emis-
sions from these regions in their quiescent state.
The experiment was accomplished by launching the
instrument package or a spin-stabilized Aerobee
rocket from finite :ands Missile Range, New %!exicc,
at 0015 :T or 5 April 1967, The experimental ob-
lective of this flight was the measurement of solar
x-rk,• emissions in the 1-30 keV region.
iP The primary spectrometer of this package, which
made spectral azavarements cf x- rays in the 3-30 keV
region, will be described in this raper. The spec-
trometer consisted of four large- area gas propor-
tional counters whose outputs were parallel coupled
to a Pulse--eight Analyzer (PIiA) and a Digital Data
Assembler and yb.ltTplexe; (DDA8&!). The PHA and
^DA&M were design,; az !n integral part of the in-
strument in a,: effore tc -eslize the fall capability
of the radiation detectors wiuile maintaining com-
patibility with the rocket telemetry system. The
overall block diagram of the spectrometer is shown
in Figure 1.
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